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What’s inside this kit?
Changing the world is hard, the tools you use should not be. More than 22,000 nonprofits in 115 countries 
have used Salesforce1 for Nonprofits to help solve their toughest problems. We have heard repeatedly 
from this extensive community that you want more guidance and best practices around engaging and 
strengthening your community. We have pulled together this kit and the resources inside to help you get 
started so you can get your community humming along with you. Inside the kit you will find best practices 
for communities, product recommendations, case studies and information from our industry solution and 
implementation partners who are ready to help you at every stage. We know that engagement and 
alignment in your communities will be a game changer, and we want to be the spark that helps you get 
started with engaging your communities in a modern way.
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Leave Legacy Systems Behind
SECTION 1

Tap Into and Nourish Your Supporters Desire to Engage
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Collaboration among staff, funders, members, volunteers and other supporters is key to building alignment and 
accelerating your mission. But legacy and fragmented systems stand in the way.

Today’s supporters and volunteers don’t want to be passive observers. 
They want to be part of the solution. 

Enter Salesforce1 for Nonprofits, a set of end-to-end solutions any non-
profit needs to become a connected nonprofit. Built for the social and 
mobile era, Salesforce1 for Nonprofits will connect your entire nonprofit, 
so you can collaborate seamlessly with your entire 
community of staff, partners and supporters. 

With Salesforce1 for Nonprofits, create secure environments to build 
communities of interest, purpose and action to unleash your army of 
advocates. Leverage partner communities to provide an opportunity for 
engagement and create alignment throughout your network 
to accelerate the pace of change. Crowd sourcing expertise for 
real-time, collaborative resolution to your organizations challenges, so 
program staff can spend less time searching for answers and more time 
delivering mission critical services. 

Salesforce1 for Nonprofits levels the playing field by providing you ac-
cess to the world’s best technology. We empower you to transform the 
world on a scale never before possible and deliver more impact.
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5 Steps to an Engaged Community
SECTION 2

Harness the power of communities to meet your mission.
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Salesforce Communities lets your full community of clients and supporters better 
collaborate to advance your mission." 

What if...
Your Supporters Could:

Become your most informed and 
vocal public advocates

Share experiences and help others 
get involved in your cause

Build deep relationships with other 
supporters, clients and your staff

Access donor, member and/or 
volunteer services anytime on any 
device

Your Clients Could:

Access programs and program in-
formation anytime from any device

Team up with your staff to create a 
great client experience

Share experiences and help other 
clients help themselves

Collaborate with your team to im-
prove your programs by providing 
real-time feedback

Your Affiliates Could:

Get project updates in real-time 
from any device

Accelerate collaborative projects by 
making every step more visible to 
the right people

Gain alignment and drive efficiency 
by sharing best practices

Build and deepen relationships 
across teams and sites

Whether it’s rallying supporters around an important cause, sharing information, or streamlining case resolution, 

communities can strengthen your organization’s ability to collaborate and extend your impact.

“
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Great. You’re ready to build a community—but how?  
Here are 5 steps to create engaged communities. 

Map
 your community 

strategy

1

Invest
 resources

2
Build

community with community

3

Engage
 hearts and 

minds

4

Measure,
learn,

 and repeat

5
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A successful community meets the needs of both your organization and the community members.  
Explore those needs, and see where they overlap. That’s where your community should be. 

First, define your organizational goals. Next, find out what your members want. 

Organizational goals (What’s in it for your organization?) 

How will this community support your organization’s vision 
and mission? 

How can this community add to the core value that your 
organization brings to solving a social problem? 

How will this community complement and expand your 
client and/or supporter experience? 

Does this community put your stakeholders at the heart of 
your organization? 

Stakeholder needs (What’s in it for your stakeholders?): 
Who is this community for? 

What unique value does your organization (and partnership 
with you) provide for them? 

How can you support/serve them? 

Why would they come? 

Why would they come back? 

What motivates them? 

Why would they participate? What’s their WIIFM (what’s in it 
for me)?

What else is competing for their attention? 

Map your community strategy1
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What does the sweet spot between organizational goals and supporter needs look like? 

Organization’s Goals: 

Improve client service 

Deliver efficient client 
service at scale

Deepen client engagement

Minimize administrative 
efforts

Get real-time feedback 
about services

Client’s Goals: 

Get help and access 
services anytime

Connect with other clients 
and staff easily 

Lesson the administrative 
effort to receive services

Make their voice heard

Give back to other clients

Take a few of the overlapping goals and map out a couple of experiences (use cases) to help reach these goals. 

Conceptualization is a steady process of testing ideas, analyzing the audience, and understanding your ecosystem. It takes time. Some 
organizations make common mistakes during this conceptualization phase. They make the community all about their organization - as
opposed to making the community about their audience and a strong common interest (whether that be service or mission or both).
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Set The Right Expectations For Resources & Culture. 

A community can generate immense value for your organization and your cause, but sometimes, building a successful community may 
also require organizational change. 

When you are designing your community, be sure that your organization will be ready to:

Cultural change can be difficult, and not immediate, but it is well worth the success you’ll reap. Becoming open and collaborative will 
transform your organization to be faster, more innovative, and adaptable in today’s environment of constant change. 

Communicate transparently, in real-time

Let go of control to ultimately increase loyalty, 
engagement, and alignment of the entire ecosystem
 

Decentralize and empower staff on the front lines 

Work transparently and collaboratively with your entire 
ecosystem—employees, clients, affiliates and supporters 

Why Community Is Different

Focused on buildingrelationships beyond
transactions

Shouldn’t be measuredlike other digital initiatives
 - it takes time to build

Slow rollout is good, so set right expectations 
for measurement

Needs daily engagement - don’t set it and forget it

What Community Isn’t

One way broadcast or “messaging” to supporters, 
clients or affiliates

Ignoring and deleting posts you don’t like

Being the center of every conversation

Simple transactional support

Eyeballs and views
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You want your community to bring value to all members. You’ve set expectations internally about what a 
community is, and how working together openly is different from a 1-way broadcast. Now you’re ready to move 
your community forward, and put your clients and supporters at the heart of your mission. 

Community is a cross-functional effort. 

Don’t make your community a silo. For success with external communities, you 
must communicate internally and work together, enabling access to and ongoing 
engagement with internal teams (like programs, development, and administration). 
Think through the complete client or supporter experience and connect it with other 
touch points in your program delivery or donor lifecycle. 

To set your community up for success, you will need an executive sponsor who can 
help make the case for investment in a community manager and technical resources.

What You Need

Community Manager - The community manager is your cross-functional leader 
who works inside and outside your organization to make sure the community stays 
active and brings value. 

Executive Sponsor - Helps legitimize the effort and galvanize the rest of the 
organization to participate

Resources - Budget for technical resources, community support staff and 
marketing

To succeed, you will also need internal 
support from executives, cross-functional 
teams, plus participation from employees. 

Articulate “what’s in it for me” across 
internal constituent groups to get 
participation 

Work with heads of organizational teams 
to build participation into their existing 
workflow 

Tie to organizational processes 

Become internally networked—establish 
access points, workflows, & escalation paths 

Continue to set expectations and lead 
through action 

Share successes with execs and teams
—qualitatively and quantitatively

Invest resources2
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To guide all of these efforts, you need a Community Manager. 

This position is essential, functioning as the connective tissue of your community. Here are some basics about the 
Community Manager’s role. 

What a community manager does: Who a community manager is: What Community Management is not: 

Sets strategy and measures impact 

Acts as the voice and advocate for the 
organization and community 

Works cross-functionally to support 
community 

Enables shared purpose and ownership 

Connects people and creates the 
conditions for relationships to start and 
grow 

Builds engagement and sticky-ness 

Grooms advocates to lead 

Promotes productivity 

Limits destructive behavior 

Ensures that community meets 
organizational needs and stakeholder 
needs 

Passionate and able to ignite passion

Superb communicator 

Empathetic and service-oriented 

Well-networked inside and outside 

Diplomatic and persuasive 

Approachable 

Honest, transparent 

Credible 

A strong decision maker 

Social media marketing 

Moderation and deletion of comments 
you don’t like 

Broadcasting your messages without 
conversation 

Top-down structures 

Being part of every conversation 

Glossing over issues instead of fixing 
them 

Basic support 

Eyeballs and views
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Now is a good time to make technology implementation decisions.

Your technology decisions should help you drive and encourage the right behaviors. Look at your use cases and 
what your users want – this will help you make implementation decisions.

What kind of UI will be most useful to members?

What existing systems do the users use already?

What systems should be part of the use case design?

How can you provide the most seamless and frictionless experience?
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Now that you’ve invested in community management, conceptualized the community, and selected the 
technology, here’s where the fun starts. 

Start small, with big principles, trust and shared purpose.

Start small with a core group representing your key stakeholders, gather support, build trust with the community, and start proving 
value. These behaviors will become the blueprint for what happens next. 

Community is built on trust and shared purpose. Start with a small core group of like-minded 
champions. Ask them what they need, and build it with them. When  your community gives 
members more value than what they put into it, they will keep returning, and be active 
members. 

Shape your community norms: 

Encourage a culture of ownership by creating the community together 

Create a vision statement and community charter together with founding members 

Create a light group structure & encourage members to create their own groups 

Uphold community vision and live out best practices by example 

Learn to let go of control by empowering your community champions

Build Community with Community3
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You won’t get a second chance to make a first impression.

Launching your Community isn’t like a traditional technology or campaign launch – just because you build it, doesn’t mean they will come. 
Because you are changing behaviors inside and outside of your organization, you can’t attempt a wholesale transformation all at once.

While you want to make the technology platform available to anyone who wants to use it – don’t advertise it widely just yet.

Allow the community some time to build and for your use cases to strengthen so that you can demonstrate value to each new member. 
If you invite every member right now, many of them will have a bad first experience and never come back.

Tips for staging your roll-out:

Invite your friends first (key external and internal champions and partners)

Show, don’t tell, the value (get a client to the answer they need quickly)

Make it easy for members to give you feedback

Make it easy for members to invite other members

Create the conditions that make it easy for people to connect and collaborate: 

 -- By group for deep collaboration 

 -- Across groups for serendipitous discovery 

 -- Privately to build trust
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Focus, and allow for evolution. 

By staying tightly focused on your community and mutual mission, you immediately help make your community more specific and useful 
for your organization and your community members. This becomes a great platform for natural evolution. 

Focus on a few quick wins: 

Start with a few use cases that are easy wins; don’t attempt too much at once 

Prove organizational value by tieing to organizational goals 

Show financial and non-financial impact; qualitative and quantitative 

Build for evolution:

Remember to avoid over-design and allow unexpected uses to emerge 

Expect the community to evolve 

Encourage community members to build norms and structures as you guide them 

Optimizing a community platform is an on-going process, not a one-time event. Prioritize which elements you’re going to optimize, 
and gradually test to see what works best. Dedicate a certain amount of time to optimization each week or month.
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Your community’s active core group of supporters, clients, affiliates and staff have been sharing, seeding great 
content, and building community together. Now it’s time to gradually open the doors to a bigger 
population—or keep your community purposefully small, depending on your organizational goals. 

Engage Hearts & Minds

Once you build it, don’t leave it. So what does it look like when people start engaging? What is your role in this? Engage openly and 
honestly, and continue to reset expectations internally. 

Your community manager will help build engagement by: 

Developing engagement programs to draw members in 

Promoting constructive conversation and limiting destructive behaviors; 
upholding the charter and vision 

Creating conditions for members to easily connect and create value for and 
with each other 

Building community activity into things members already do 

Recruiting and engaging supporters, clients, and partners in the conversation 

Developing community champions and advocates 

Promoting storytelling and curating useful content for easy access 

Discussing trends and provoking deep thought

After the community gets 
going, share that success to 
gain even more momentum. 
Share with: 

Executives, to prove value 
and get more $ 

Employees, to gain 
participation and support 

Community, to gain 
engagement

4
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Define your organization’s role in the community. 

The community manager helps define how your organization participates in the community. All employees should understand their indi-
vidual roles in the community, and follow best practices. 

Best Practices:

This is a learning opportunity: listen actively and create meaningful change 

Respond honestly. Don’t get defensive. 

Develop internal infrastructure to serve 

Be the party host, help people meet each other, and take a back seat whenever you can 

Route the right content to the right people 

Connect people publicly and privately 

Share organization news and materials in appropriate groups. Don’t spam everyone. 

Keep conversations constructive, uphold community guidelines, promote community health 

Be sensitive to members’ needs instead of pushing your own agenda all the time. Find a balance. 

Be consistent; establish a cadence 
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There are many ways to measure the health of your community. Creating dashboards and a regular schedule 
of check-ins is just the beginning. 

Remember, what you measure should be defined by the goals you’ve identified at the onset of creating your community. Since commu-
nities serve many different stakeholders, there are many different groups of goals to meet. For example, community member goals could 
be as simple as solving a client service problem, while overall organizational goals aim to drive a better bottom line. These are related, 
but they are not always measured in the same way. 

Measure, learn, repeat

High engagement 

High adoption 

Creative tension that drives 
constructive results without negativity 

Purposeful sharing with high-quality 
contributions 

Members get work done 

New members get started fast, 
with active contributors showing 
them the ropes 

Speed of response 

Breadth and depth of participation 

Signs of commmunity health: 

Level of community management 

Depth of trust and relationships 

Shared purpose 

Culture of openness 

Clarity of vision, purpose, 
and expectations 

Balance of content and people 

Some things that drive 
community health: 

Some things to track:

Qualitative anecdotes and 
quantitative metrics 

High-level metrics for execs 

Engagement metrics for your 
community 

Calculate value by tying 
community outcomes to the 
goals you set in step 1 

Identify trends, benchmark, 
and track over time

5
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Become a learning organization. 

Don’t miss the opportunity to get the most value from your 
community investment by becoming a learning organization. A 
learning organization takes signals from clients, supporters, partners, 
and employees, doubles up on what’s working, and fixes what isn’t. 

Remember: feedback is a gift. Look for ways to improve your 
fundamentals. Don’t gloss over tough problems with marketing or 
PR. Be open and honest, but take a position. And be sure to close 
the feedback loop. 

Measure often, and consider quantitative and qualitative indicators. 
Understand what success looks like, and share it with the rest of the 
organization. 

Remember, relationships take time to build. And while the 
benefits aren’t immediate, community-building has immense 
and long-lasting value in meeting your mission.
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Salesforce Products 
SECTION 3

That Help You Engage and Strengthen Your Communities
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Say goodbye to email chains by tapping the expertise of your entire organization 
through a social intranet.

Get answers to questions, surface new ideas, and work smarter in one collaborative workspace with updates on donations, contacts, 
campaigns and more all in real-time feeds.Built on the Salesforce1 Platform, Chatter is the enterprise social network that allows teams 
to sync up and take action, and powers Communities to connect like never before. See how much more you can get done when you can 
create custom actions and deploy instantly to every desktop and device, and access any app from the social feed. 

Chatter

Feeds
Keep up with your critical projects, topics, and 
teams. Work together on sales opportunities, 
service cases, and marketing campaigns. Capture 
organizational knowledge in a single location.

Publisher
Create instant actions for any organizational 
process: expense reports, support cases, orders, 
and more. Customize actions for your company, 
and even integrate third party apps.

Files
Secure, social and mobile file sharing puts files in 
the context of organizational processes. You can 
always find what you need, fast — and discover 
valuable resources you didn’t even know about.

Social Intelligence
Chatter recommends relevant people, files, and 
information for you to follow based on your activ-
ity and interests. Plus you can search and track 
any topic to find information and identify experts.

Mobile
Take any action in the feed, from any device. Post 
to a group, download a file, update an opportunity. 
Stay productive and in the loop wherever you are.
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Create momentum behind your cause and deepen engagement with your member and supporters 
through branded, private communities for members, partners, or affiliates. 

Drive ownership and collaboration through tailored content and con-
nections by region, issue area, events or organizationals needs.  Com-
munity members can fully engage when they get answers instead of 
emails.  Engagement and alignment between supporters, partners and 
staff determine your organizations success. Social channels give sup-
porters a public voice, and a place online to interact with the causes 
they care about. 

Some organizations try to engage with supporters using either rigid 
portals that don’t enable collaboration, or discussion forums that are 
completely detached from the real world. The modern constituent is 
frustrated by the obvious shortcomings of these outdated technologies. 
We’re in the midst of an engagement revolution, and constituents ex-
pect nonprofits to catch up.

Salesforce Communities sets a new standard for online community 
platforms. It re-imagines every supporter touch point as an opportunity 
to build an amazing constituent experience. Engagement never stops 
and collaboration in real-time is.

Communities
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United Platform
Members can belong to multiple communities and 
easily toggle between communities through a sin-
gle sign-on. Create as many communities as you 
need within the same platform.

Ideation
Salesforce Communities encourages and captures 
emerging ideas while allowing other users to 
provide feedback and input into your mission.

Social Intelligence
Communities delivers suggestions and content 
that is relevant to each individual based upon 
their interests and behavior–immediately en-
gaging community members and inviting deeper 
participation. 

Mobile
Mobile support means that Salesforce 
Communities are accessible anywhere, from 
any device. The mobile experience combines a 
beautiful and easy to use interface with powerful 
collaboration tools.

Feeds
Follow and collaborate with the people and groups 
that you care about most. With real-time feeds, 
your teams will work together on fast-moving is-
sues and get answers instead of emails. Members 
can create and participate in discussion forums 
and collaborate on documents.

Branding / Customization
Communities are customizable both in terms of 
branding as well as content. Create a look and 
feel that makes Salesforce Communities an ex-
tension of your organization.
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Customer Success Studies
SECTION 4

We have worked with more than 22,000 nonprofits, 
and their experiences provide an incredible opportunity 
to educate other nonprofits on how to build engaging 
communities of their own.  
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Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America (IAVA) is the first and largest organization for new veterans and 
their families, with nearly 300,000 members and supporters nationwide.

IAVA is a 21st century veterans’ organization dedicated to standing with 
the 2.8 million veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan from their first day home 
through the rest of their lives. Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America 
is building the modern-day veteran’s hall with Community of Veterans. 
It is a place where vets can talk to each other online, share information 
and access the Rucksack, a rewards program built on the Salesforce 
Platform that connects them with rewards like tickets to games and con-
certs, new suits for interviews, and other free employment, education 
and community-building opportunities. With the Rucksack, IAVA’s capac-
ity to serve vets increased five-fold.

Click here to learn more about IAVA and how they use Salesforce1 
for Nonprofits

Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America (IAVA)

We’re building community among the people who served our country—with help from Salesforce."  

– Paul Rieckhoff, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, IAVA“

http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/stories/iava/
http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/stories/iava/
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Free The Children is an international charity and educational partner that believes in a world where all children 
are free to achieve their fullest potential as agents of change.

Free the children relies on Salesforce Chatter as an employee commu-
nity to keep employees informed, engaged, and recognized across the 
globe. Chatter enables employees to communicate and collaborate on 
projects and allows leadership to recognize employee achievement. 
Free The Children executives and staff travel extensively, so they 
heavily use Salesforce’s mobile app to stay connected no matter where 
they might be.

Click here to learn more about Free the Children and how they use 
Salesforce1 for Nonprofits

Free the Children

We use Chatter religiously and it serves as our social intranet, communication hub, and means to collaborate 

on projects and meetings globally."  – Dan Kuzmicki, Director of Information Technology, Free the Children“

http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/stories/free-children/
http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/stories/free-children/
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Health Leads is a national healthcare organization that connects low-income patients with the basic 
resources they need to be healthy.

A customized Salesforce Community enables student advocates to 
easily conduct an intake with new clients, find community resources, 
and manage their current cases. The system is HIPAA-compliant, so 
advocates can share best practices, ask questions and quickly get the 
answers they need. Advocates can access Salesforce from iPads so 
they can stay connected to their casework, help clients, and collaborate 
with Chatter from any location.

Click here to learn more about Health Leads and how they use 
Salesforce1 for Nonprofits

Health Leads

We’re leading the way to a new model for healthcare with Salesforce Communities."  
– Zach Goldestein, Director of Systems and Technology, Health Leads“

http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/stories/health-leads/
http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/stories/health-leads/
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Partners
SECTION 5

Who can help and their cusotmer case studies
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Whether you plan to use Salesforce1 for Nonprofits to deliver better programs and services, engage and 
strengthening your community, communicate more effectively or raise more resources, there are partners who 
are ready to help you. 

We have included a few partner options below along with more case study information from some of their successful implementations.  
In some cases we have even given you a link to the communities the organization built.  If you need additional help finding a partner 
please click here. 

Partner: Cloud 4 Good

Cloud for Good works with nonprofit organizations and educational institutions to create and implement 
strategic solutions based on cloud technology.

Customer Case Study: Coaching Corps

Coaching Corps works to improve the health, educational and social outcomes for kids living in struggling communities through the 
power of service and sports. They are a Corps of motivated college students and community members who serve as volunteer coach-
es, mentors and role models in after school sports programs serving girls and boys who live in some of the most under-resourced com-
munities in the United States. Coach Corps exists to ensure that for all kids, the opportunity to run, play, learn, be coached and work 
with a team is a given, not a luxury. To learn more about the Coaching Corps community click here. To check out their 
community please click here.

http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/help/findapartner/
http://cloud4good.com/clients/case-studies/case-study-coaching-corps/
http://gbfb.force.com/volunteer/VolunteerPortal_Signup_Individual%20
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Partner: Kell Partners

We are a team inspired by your causes.  Many of us have worked at nonprofits and we have all been person-
ally involved with nonprofit organizations for years. We have a passion for Salesforce.com technology [the good 
kind]. It drives us to help our clients do more with less, to innovate, to be more efficient and to improve mission 
work with technology solutions. It’s a combination that has served us well. With more than 650+ clients up and 
running, it hasn’t gotten old [and never will].

Customer Case Study: The Greater Food Bank of Boston

The Greater Boston Food Bank (GBFB) manages approximately 25,000 volunteers a year. They needed a customized volunteer portal 
that allowed them to easily post volunteer opportunities, fill them and track attendance. The portal also needed to allow volunteers to 
review open shifts and sign up for them hassle-free. To learn more about their solution click here. To check out their community please 
click here.

Customer Case Study:  New Orleans Habitat for Humanity

New Orleans Area Habitat for Humanity (NOAHH) is an independent affiliate of Habitat for Humanity International. The program makes 
homeownership possible for families who are unable to qualify for traditional home loans but have a stable job, good or no credit, and the 
willingness to contribute 350 hours of sweat equity to the building of Habitat homes. NOAHH hosts nearly 12,000 volunteers each year.
To learn more about their solution click here. To check out their community click here.

http://kellpartners.com/images/stories/pdfs/KelleGram_GBFB.pdf
http://gbfb.force.com/volunteer/VolunteerPortal_Signup_Individual%20
http://kellpartners.com/images/stories/pdfs/casestudy-noahh.pdf
https://noahh.secure.force.com/%20
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For More Information
AND TO GET STARTED, VISIT:

www.salesforcefoundation.org

http://www.salesforcefoundation.org
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